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ACUSTRIP® & HD GROUP®Have teamed up
to offer a custom branded automotive
Inspection kit.
Acustrip who has been the leader in diagnostic test strips since
1989, is now offering the Vehicle Inspection Kit (VIK)™ in a
private branded version produced by HD GROUP. For more
than 12 years HD GROUP has been and still is the industry
supplier for this type of kit. Acustrip and HD Group have
teamed up and created a kit for Acustrip to offer to their
customers.
For years HD GROUP has updated and improved its vehicle
fluid diagnostics kits that include test strips for each type of
automotive fluid. These test strips utilized as part of the
copyrighted inspection process, show the actual condition of
all fluids including brake, power steering, transmission, gear
lube, motor oil and antifreeze coolant. The newest kit is also
designed to be photographed and uploaded as a permanent
digital inspection record.

Automotive repair shops have limited methods when it comes to servicing fluids. The options were
time/mileage, color/odor or referring to the vehicle’s owner manual. These vehicle fluid test kits help
shop owners recommend services based on the actual conditions.
The vehicle fluid diagnostics kits (part #30000-PERF-ACU) now offered by Acustrip makes it easy to
identify current conditions of the customer’s fluids. These test kits provide customers with the results and
a record to cover the benefits of performing needed fluid services.
All lubricants contain additives that inhibit breakdown. As these additives become depleted, the fluid
degrades and is no longer able to perform its intended function. These kits are a tool that provides a
measure of additive depletion, the level of sludge and/or the amount of wear metals in the fluid. When
using patented technology, the consumer instantly sees what service personnel see. There is no
guesswork, and the results are verified within 120 seconds of testing.
For more information about HD GROUP’s Vehicle Fluid Diagnostics Kits contact them at:
Butch Hill | President | HD GROUP LLC | office: 636.227.4443 | fax: 636.527.5666 | mobile: 314.517.4455
| hdgroup@swbell.net | www.iidkit.com | www.fluidrx.com
For more information about Acustrip contact them at:
Ron Schornstein | President | ACUSTRIP | office: 973.299.8237 | fax: 973.334.4953 | mobile: 973.698.0173
| rons@acustrip.com | www.acustrip.com

